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Get Exclusive with Chef Philippe Chow
Philippe New York Reigns Supreme as The Premier Celebrity Hotspot for Contemporary Asian
Dining.

Philippe Chow

Since opening in 2005, Philippe New York continues its reign as one of the premier destinations
for haute Beijing-style cuisine and as one of New York’s leading celebrity hotspots.
Celebrity clientele at Philippe span the worlds of music, movies, television, sports and society
and include Rihanna, Kobe Bryant, Beyonce, Lady Gaga, Kylie Jenner, Rick Ross and Oprah
Winfrey, Nas, Sir Paul McCartney, James Harden, Robinson Cano, Reverend Al Sharpton, Nene
Leakes, Charlie Rose, Queen Latifah, Nathan Lane, Drew Barrymore, Adam Sandler and Derrick
Rose.

The unique menu prepared by Chef Philippe Chow personally includes delectable dishes that
keeps celebrities and regulars coming back such as the famed Chicken Satay, prepared in Chef
Philippe’s famous cream sauce, perfectly glazed Roasted Peking Duck served with house made
pancakes, Green Prawns and the Filet Mignon and Broccoli. At Philippe, all signature dishes are
served in generous “family style” portions, perfect for sharing with groups, which creates a fun
and lively dining experience.
In addition to its delectable cuisine, Philippe attracts high-profile diners looking for an intimate
meal with friends without prying eyes. Guests may enjoy the restaurant’s expansive space set
over three floors with an interior which exudes an air of exoticness and opulence, with a
signature color palette of black, white and red. Candlelight casts a dim glow over the dining
room’s dark wood features and plush banquettes. Those who seek additional privacy may take
advantage of this haute eatery’s wealth of private dining options, which includes six private
dining rooms along with its exclusive wine cellars frequented by the likes of Will.i.am, Jay-Z and
Mariah Carey to name a few.
Philippe New York is located at 33 East 60th Street, between Madison Ave & Park Ave, New
York, NY 10022
For more information visit: philippechow.com

